Introduction
============

Although intensive research on cancer therapy, such as on surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, has been carried out, cancer still has high worldwide mortality.[@b1-dddt-12-1959]--[@b3-dddt-12-1959] Bladder cancer is the ninth-most commonly diagnosed cancer in the world for both sexes and the second-most common malignancy of the urogenital tract.[@b4-dddt-12-1959] It is relatively common in more developed regions, and occurs among men more than women. The worldwide incidence rate for bladder cancer is 8.9 for men and 2.2 for women (sex ratio 4.04:1), but the reasons for this sex difference are still unclear.[@b5-dddt-12-1959] More than 70% of bladder cancers are noninvasive or superficially invasive at diagnosis. Transurethral resection of the tumor is the first-choice treatment for such patients, but it commonly results in tumor relapse, and thus more aggressive therapies are needed.[@b6-dddt-12-1959]--[@b8-dddt-12-1959] Although a number of treatment strategies, including systemic immunotherapy/chemotherapy and radiotherapy, have been used recently, the overall survival rate has not improved, and bladder cancer is associated with serious morbidity and even mortality. Therefore, it is clear that alternative treatment approaches for bladder cancer are still needed.[@b9-dddt-12-1959],[@b10-dddt-12-1959]

Intravesical therapy has the potential to be an alternative to the treatment of superficial bladder cancer. During this treatment, drugs are instilled directly into the bladder through a catheter. It ensures high drug concentrations in tumor-bearing bladder tissue while reducing systemic exposure and adverse effects. The most common agents for intravesical application for bladder cancer are immunotherapeutic (bacillus Calmette--Guérin) and chemotherapeutic (thiotepa, mitomycin C, doxorubicin, and epirubicin) agents. Unfortunately, these agents have been shown to achieve complete response of 34%--53%, and there is still a need for more effective chemotherapeutic agents for intravesical treatment of superficial bladder cancer.[@b11-dddt-12-1959]

Gemcitabine hydrochloride (Gem-HCl; 2′,2′-difluorodeoxycytidine) is a water-soluble pyrimidine analogue with a broad spectrum of antitumor activity, and when given intravesically it has been shown to produce good response rates for the treatment of superficial bladder cancer.[@b12-dddt-12-1959],[@b13-dddt-12-1959] It is transported into the cell, phosphorylated, and incorporated into DNA and RNA, which causes inhibition of growth activity and mediates apoptosis.[@b14-dddt-12-1959] The success of intravesical chemotherapy with Gem-HCl depends on direct contact between the drug and the abnormal urothelium. Therefore, mechanisms that prolong exposure of the urothelium to the drug are expected to increase the efficacy of the treatment.[@b15-dddt-12-1959],[@b16-dddt-12-1959] For this purpose, several intravesical drug-delivery systems have been developed; however, these carriers are generally maintained intravesically for approximately 2 hours, due to washout by urine.[@b17-dddt-12-1959] This limitation can be avoided by the use of mucoadhesive drug-delivery systems, and mucoadhesion characteristics can be coupled with particulate systems, such as liposomes, nanoparticles, or microspheres (MSs).[@b18-dddt-12-1959] Among these systems, MSs have larger dimensions that ensure higher loading capacity. Also, when they are prepared with mucoadhesive polymers, they increase residence time, due to strong adhesion to the mucosa. However, to be administered intravesically, MSs need to be dispersed in liquids (ie, physiological serum) or in gel systems (ie, in situ or mucoadhesive gels). In situ gels are liquid formulations at storage conditions, but when administered in vivo, they transform into a gel at the target site with responses to various environmental conditions.[@b19-dddt-12-1959] Mucoadhesive gel systems can extend drug exposure in the bladder cavity beyond the voiding of urine and are capable of sustaining the release of active substances, ensuring highly desirable effects.[@b20-dddt-12-1959]

The primary aim of this study was to develop bioadhesive Gem-HCl MSs prepared with Carbopol 2020 NF and Eudragit E100 (EE100) for the intravesical treatment of superficial bladder cancer. Afterward, MSs were dispersed in in situ poloxamer (Plx) gel or mucoadhesive chitosan (Chi) gel to prolong intravesical residence time, provide sustained release, and enhance efficiency. Finally, cytotoxic effects of Gem-HCl-loaded formulations were evaluated in T24 and RT4 bladder cancer cell lines and the efficacy of formulations histopathologically evaluated in male rats with an experimental non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer model.

Materials and methods
=====================

Gem-HCl was purchased from Sun Pharmaceutical Industries (Mumbai, India). Chi (high molecular weight) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Plx 188 and Plx 407 were kind gifts from BASF Chemicals (Ludwigshafen, Germany). EE100 and Carbopol 2020 NF were gifts from Evonik Industries (Essen, Germany) and Lubrizol (Wickliffe, OH, USA), respectively. Magnesium stearate was purchased from ZAG Laboratories (Istanbul, Turkey). All other chemicals were of analytical grade.

Fourier-transform infrared spectrum analysis
--------------------------------------------

Gem-HCl, EE100, Carbopol 2020 NF, and their mixtures were homogeneously mixed with potassium bromide and the resulting powder mixture compressed under pressure for Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum analysis. The disks obtained were scanned at 600--4,000 cm^−1^ wavelength and spectra obtained using IR spectrometry (Spectrum 100; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA).

Preparation of microspheres
---------------------------

MSs were prepared according to the solvent-evaporation method.[@b15-dddt-12-1959] Briefly, 1.5 g EE100 was dissolved in 8 mL acetone, and 1 g Carbopol 2020 NF was added as powder. Suspension of 0.3 g magnesium stearate and 0.5 g Gem-HCl in 4 mL acetone was prepared separately and added to the polymer dispersion. The homogeneous final dispersion was cooled to 5°C and poured slowly with stirring at 750 rpm into 80 mL liquid paraffin, which had previously also been cooled to 5°C. The obtained emulsion was stirred at 40°C for 50 minutes. After being cooled to room temperature, 10 mL *n*-hexane was added to the emulsion and stirring continued at 750 rpm for 10 minutes. The MS suspension in liquid paraffin was filtered and MSs washed with 50 mL *n*-hexane five times and dried at room temperature overnight. MSs were sieved and 125 µm used for further testing because of high production yield.[@b15-dddt-12-1959]

Characterization of microspheres
--------------------------------

### Particle-size distribution

Mean diameters of MSs were determined with a Mastersizer 3000 (Hydro EV; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). During measurements, they were dispersed in *n*-hexane and stirred at 2,000 rpm. All trials were run in triplicate.

### Scanning electron microscopy

MSs were mounted onto an aluminum stub, sputter-coated with gold palladium (Au/Pd) using a vacuum evaporator, and surface morphology was examined by scanning electron microscopy (Phillips XL-30S FEG).

### Encapsulation efficiency and drug loading of microspheres

Drug-loaded MSs (2 mg) were dissolved in 2 mg ammonium acetate buffer solution (pH 5.5) and mixed at 100 rpm for 24 hours at room temperature with incubator shaker (Lab-Line MaxQ 6000). The solution was filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe filter and the filtrate analyzed by ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) to determine the amount of Gem-HCl loaded in the MSs. Encapsulation efficiency and drug loading were calculated: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{Encapsulation}\ \text{efficiency}} \\
{\text{=}\frac{\text{Total}\ \text{Gem}\ \text{HCl} - \text{Free}\ \text{Gem}\ \text{HCl}}{\text{Total}\ \text{Gem}\ \text{HCl}} \times 100} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{Drug}\ \text{loading}} \\
{\text{=}\frac{\text{Total}\ \text{Gem}\ \text{HCl} - \text{Free}\ \text{Gem}\ \text{HCl}}{\text{Total}\ \text{amount}\ \text{of}\ \text{formulation}\ \text{components}} \times 100} \\
\end{array}$$

Gem-HCl was determined with a validated UPLC method on a Hypersil Gold (100×2.1 mL, 3 µm) column at 25°C. Acetonitril:ammonium acetate buffer solution (pH 5.5, 2.5:97.5 v:v) was used as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 400 µL/min. Retention of Gem-HCl was 1.78 minutes at 268 µm, while total analysis took 5 minutes. The calibration curve of Gem-HCl was linear (2--10 µg/mL, *r*[@b2-dddt-12-1959]=0.9996). Limits of detection and quantification were 0.0625 µg/mL and 0.2083 µg/mL, respectively. All other validation data, such as intra- and interday precision, accuracy, selectivity, and stability, were within the limits.

Preparation of Chi and Plx gels
-------------------------------

Mucoadhesive Chi gel was prepared by dissolving 2% (w:w) Chi in lactic acid solution.[@b21-dddt-12-1959] The gel was left at room temperature until the solution became clear. After 24 hours, microparticles (MPs) were suspended in the gel formulation with continuous stirring until a homogeneous mixture had been produced (10 mg MPs and 2 g gel). In situ Plx gel was prepared by adding Plx 407 (20% w:w) and Plx 188 (10% w:w) to distilled water at 4°C with continuous stirring (cold method). The gel was left at 4°C until it became clear. After 24 hours, MPs were suspended in the gel formulation with continuous stirring until a homogeneous mixture had been produced (10 mg MPs and 2 g of gel).[@b22-dddt-12-1959],[@b23-dddt-12-1959]

### Dilution of Chi and Plx gels with Tyrode solution

Mucoadhesive Chi gel and in situ Plx gel were diluted with Tyrode solution (used as artificial urine)[@b24-dddt-12-1959] at a 1:1 ratio to mimic in vivo conditions of the bladder. Subsequently, the diluted gels were characterized in detail to evaluate changes in their structure when they were mixed with urine.

Characterization of gels
------------------------

### Gelation temperature and time of in situ Plx gels

Gelation temperature and time of in situ Plx gels were determined from oscillation measurements (Haake Mars rheometer, AR 2000; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using a stainless-steel probe (plate/plate, 35 mm). Samples were heated at 7°C--70°C at a rate of 2°C/min. The temperature versus viscosity (η′) graph was plotted and the gel-transition point defined as halfway between the viscosity of the solution and the viscosity of the gel form (n=6).[@b25-dddt-12-1959]

### Mechanical, syringeability, and bioadhesive properties

Mechanical, syringeability, and bioadhesive properties of formulations were determined using a software-controlled penetrometer (TA-XT Plus texture analyzer; Stable Micro Systems, Godalming, UK) with a 0.5 kg load cell. For determination of mechanical properties, an analytical probe (10 mm diameter) was compressed twice into formulations to a defined depth at a constant rate (2 mm/s) at both 25°C and 37°C. Mechanical parameters (hardness, adhesiveness, compressibility, cohesiveness, and elasticity) were calculated from the obtained force--time curves (n=6).[@b26-dddt-12-1959] Syringeability was determined as the required work to expel formulations from a syringe, and was measured using a force transducer. Formulations were packed into plastic syringes connected to a catheter, and the plunger of the syringe was pushed at a constant force (0.5 N). Resistance to expressing the formulations through the catheter was derived from the area under the force--time curves at 25°C±0.1°C (n=6).[@b27-dddt-12-1959]

Bioadhesive properties of formulations were determined using bovine mucosal bladder tissue obtained from a local slaughterhouse. Mucosal membrane sections were attached to the holder of the texture analyzer at 37°C. Gels were placed at the lower end of the probe and the probe lowered onto the bladder mucosa surface at a constant speed (1 mm/s). Contact force (0.05 N) was applied for 2 minutes, after which the probe was moved upward. The area under the curve (mucoadhesion) was determined from the resultant force--distance graph (n=6).[@b16-dddt-12-1959]

### Viscosity studies

The experimental setup for measuring the effective viscosity of formulations consists of a sine-wave viscometer (Vibro SV-10) with a measurement range of 10--10,000 mPa⋅s. The viscosity produced between the sensor plates of the viscometer and the sample fluid was measured at 25°C and 37°C±0.1°C (n=6).[@b28-dddt-12-1959]

### Rheological measurements

Rheological properties of formulations were characterized using a Haake Mars AR 2000 rheometer at 25°C and 37°C±0.1°C. Continuous-shear analysis of formulations were performed in flow mode with a parallel steel geometry plate (diameter 35 mm, 0.3 mm gap). Formulations were applied to the lower plate of the rheometer and flow curves measured over a range of shear rates (10--1,000/second).[@b29-dddt-12-1959] Oscillatory analysis of formulations was performed in the linear viscoelastic region to determine storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G″). Frequency-sweep analysis was performed at 1 Pa amplitude at a frequency range of 0.1--10 Hz (0.3 mm gap).[@b30-dddt-12-1959],[@b31-dddt-12-1959]

In vitro release studies
------------------------

Plx or Chi gels (2 g) containing 10 mg Gem-HCl-loaded MSs were put into dialysis membrane tubes (Spectra/Por regenerated cellulose, molecular weight cutoff 12,000--14,000 Da). Dialysis membrane tubes were placed into 100 mL pH 6.5 PBS to mimic slightly acidic conditions of urine and stirred at 300 rpm (37°C±0.1°C) At predetermined time intervals, samples were withdrawn and drug content analyzed using UPLC (n=6).

Determination of release mechanism
----------------------------------

The data were fitted to Peppas's equation and best-fit parameters calculated to determine the release mechanism of formulations:[@b32-dddt-12-1959] $$\text{Log}(M_{t}/M_{\infty}) = \log\ k + n \cdot \log\ t$$where M~t~/M~∞~ is the fractional release, k the diffusional constant, and n the diffusional exponent that characterizes the drug-release mechanism.

Ex vivo permeation studies
--------------------------

Ex vivo permeation studies were performed on freshly excised bovine bladder mucosa with Franz-type diffusion cells. Briefly, mucosa was mounted on diffusion cells, formulations placed in a donor compartment, and the receptor compartment filled with pH 6.5 PBS (20 mL). Samples were taken from the receptor compartment at predetermined time intervals, and the permeated amount of Gem-HCl was determined with UPLC (n=6). At the end of ex vivo permeation study, the excess formulation was removed and the mucosa fixed in 4% neutral-buffered formalin. Standard procedures were applied to prepare 4 mm-thick tissue sections, specimens were stained with H&E, and mucosa samples were evaluated histopathologically with a microscope (Olympus BX50) to evaluate tissue damage to healthy mucosa.[@b33-dddt-12-1959]

Cytotoxic assay of formulations
-------------------------------

The cytotoxic effects of aqueous Gem-HCl, Gem-HCl-loaded MSs and Gem-HCl-loaded or blank MS containing and suspended in saline gels were evaluated by living cell counting. For this purpose, both RT4 (ATCC HTB2TM) and T24 (ATCC HTB4TM) cells were seeded in 12-well plates (1.5×10^5^cells/well) and allowed to attach for 24 hours. Then, they were treated with different concentrations (0.1--100 µM) of saline containing Gem-HCl, saline containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs, blank MSs suspended in saline, suspended in saline Plx or Chi gels containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs and Plx or Chi gels containing blank MSs. Following 48 hours of exposure, the treatments were removed and cells washed with fresh McCoy's 5A medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, cells were trypsinized with PBS disaggregated with a pipette. Harvested cells were stained with trypan blue dye and counted under microscopy (Olympus IX71) by two independent investigators using hemocytometry. Viable (unstained) cells have intact cell membranes that exclude trypan dyes, whereas unviable (stained) cells take up this dye. For each concentration of Gem-HCl or each formulation, the number of viable cells per milliliter was calculated.

Cells were also incubated in culture medium alone and served as a control for cell viability. Cell viability was calculated as a percentage of the absorbance reading of compounds compared to control readings. For statistical analysis, the cell-growth inhibition potency of formulations is expressed as IC~50~ values. IC~50~ was computed by nonlinear regression using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software. Cell death caused by the maximum concentration (100 µM) applied to cells was regarded as inhibition percentage. Data are shown as mean ± SD of six experiments.

In vivo studies
---------------

For in vivo studies, Sprague Dawley rats and *N*-butyl-*N*-(4-hydroxybutyl)nitrosamine (BBN), a chemical carcinogen, was used to generate the bladder cancer model. During the in vivo study, the animals were controlled regularly in terms of health status (ie, diet situation, weight loss). Rats with a median weight of 300--350 g were selected as the experimental animal model. They were maintained in cages at 22°C--24°C with a 12-hour/12-hour dark/light cycle and humidity of 55% with free access to water and food, fed ad libitum, and randomly divided into eleven experimental groups, with each group comprising seven rats ([Table 1](#t1-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}).

Bladder tumors were induced by adding 0.05% BBN to freely available drinking water in dark bottles three times a week for 20 weeks. After 1 week without treatment, rats were given weekly intravesical instillations of formulations for 4 weeks. For intravesical administration, rats were anesthetized with weight-adjusted intraperitoneal doses of chloral hydrate (400 mg/kg). Bladders were emptied and washed with saline three times before drug instillation. Intravesical instillation was applied using a 17-gauge cannula. Separate groups were treated with the different formulations, and Gem-HCl doses were given as 4 mg in 0.5 mL formulations. Animals were observed daily and clinical signs noted. Antitumor efficacy was determined by survival rate and histopathology of tumor-induced bladders after treatment.

At the end of the study, animals were killed with an overdose of chloral hydrate and bladders removed. Bladder tissue samples were immediately inserted into 4% neutral buffered formalin. The samples were subsequently processed with conventional techniques. H&E-stained slides were reviewed under standard light microscopy. Histopathological alterations were assessed by an experienced pathologist blinded to the experimental groups and efficacy of treatment assessed. The "neoplasmic process" score in urothelial epithelium was assessed: normal was graded 0, urothelial hyperplasia (flat and/or papillary) was graded 1, urothelial dysplasia and hyperplasia were graded 2, urothelial neoplasm with low malignancy potency was graded 3, urothelial carcinoma papillary (low grade) was graded 4, urothelial carcinoma papillary (high grade) was graded 5, and urothelial carcinoma in situ/urothelial carcinoma (high grade, early invasive) was graded 6. In vivo studies were performed in accordance with the Turkish law for the protection of animals and were approved by the local ethical committee of the Kobay laboratory animals research and breeding unit (approval number 151, July 11, 2015, Ankara, Turkey).

Stability studies
-----------------

Formulation stability was studied by storing samples at three different temperatures and relative humidity (RH; 5°C±2°C, 25°C±5°C/60% RH, 40°C±5°C/75% RH). They were inspected visually for organoleptic properties, and Gem-HCl amounts were evaluated at days 15, 30, and 60.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical data analysis was performed using Student's *t*-test with *P*\<0.05 as the minimal level of significance.

Results and discussion
======================

Conventional bladder cancer treatment with systemic administration of chemotherapeutic drugs is highly ineffective, since only a small fraction of the drug reaches the affected site.[@b34-dddt-12-1959] Therefore, development of novel drug-delivery systems, especially for high-risk non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer, is an important topic considering the currently available options. Bladder is an especially appropriate organ for local application, because it is easily approached from outside the body. Therefore, among several proposed strategies, intravesical administration might be the most convenient clinical application to ensure maximal delivery of therapeutic agents at the site of the disease, to improve efficacy, and to minimize systemic side effects of antineoplastic agents. However, short dwelling time of drugs in the bladder and the low drug permeability of urothelium are the main factors that limit the success of the treatment. The efficacy of intravesical treatment might be increased by prolonging the residence time of the drug inside the bladder. By this way, drugs can attach to the urinary bladder wall and penetrate it for extended periods. For these reasons, the present study describes the preparation of mucoadhesive Gem-HCl-loaded MSs to provide a sustained-release profile, prolong residence time, and enhance efficiency for bladder cancer. In addition, MSs were dispersed in mucoadhesive Chi or in situ Plx gels for intravesical administration and comprehensive in vitro/ex vivo/in vivo evaluations performed.

FTIR analysis
-------------

Data obtained from FTIR analysis were found to be compatible with the literature findings, and there was no interaction between the active substance and the polymers ([Figure 1](#f1-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}).

Preparation and characterization of microspheres
------------------------------------------------

MSs were successfully prepared by solvent evaporation.[@b15-dddt-12-1959] For preformulation studies, different stirring rates and times were used for preparation of MSs (ie, 40 minutes at 1,000 rpm, 60 minutes at 1,000 rpm, 40 minutes at 750 rpm, and 60 minutes at 750 rpm). The results obtained showed that stirring rate and time were important parameters for this technique. For instance, the shapes of the particles were irregular at high stirring speed of 1,000 rpm. Also, 40 minutes of stirring time was not enough to disperse the inner phase in the outer phase at 750 rpm (data not shown). Similar results have been reported previously, and various manufacturing parameters (apparatus design, type of stirrer, stirring speed, viscosity of emulsion phases, and stabilizer concentration) were shown to affect particle characteristics.[@b35-dddt-12-1959],[@b36-dddt-12-1959] By keeping drug and polymer amounts constant, spherical particles with narrow size distribution and good surface characteristics were obtained when MPs were prepared for 60 minutes at 750 rpm, and so these parameters were selected as optimum for the preparation.

The particle size and distribution of MSs were determined by laser-light scattering. Particle size is expressed as mean volume diameter in micrometers and characterized by 10%, 50% and 90% undersized diameters: D~10~, D~50~, and D~90~. D~50~ was defined as the diameter where half the particles' size was below this value, and was considered the mean diameter. The results obtained showed that 50% of the Gem-HCl-loaded MSs were \<180 µm, whereas 50% of the blank MSs were \<98.4 µm, with significantly narrower size distribution ([Table 2](#t2-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}). The surface morphology of the MSs was observed by scanning electron microscopy, and most MSs were shown to be spherical with rough surface morphology ([Figure 2](#f2-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}).

Gem-HCl-loaded MSs were produced with high drug-encapsulation efficiency and loading capacity for a water-soluble active substance. Encapsulation efficiency and loading capacity were found to be 82.657%±5.817% and 12.501%±0.881%, respectively. Also, MPs were produced with high production yield (86.94% for total produced MSs and 47.615% for particles in 125 µm fraction). Considering the acceptable encapsulation efficiency, loading capacity, and high production yield, it can be concluded that solvent evaporation is a simple and suitable technique for producing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs.

Preparation of Chi and Plx gels
-------------------------------

To modify the release profile of Gem-HCl, obtain sustained-release properties, prolong residence time, and increase therapeutic efficiency, MSs were suspended in two different gels for intravesical administration. The use of an in situ gel formulation allows for easy administration of the liquid formulation into the bladder. It also provides prolonged contact between the drug and the affected tissue, due to the in situ phase transition to a gel on the surface of the bladder. Another important advantage of in situ gel system is the formation of a uniformly thin layer of gel at the application site. This thin layer does not cause any disturbance in urine flow or affect bladder filling.[@b37-dddt-12-1959] In one of our previous studies, different Plx 407 and 188 combinations were evaluated for gelation temperature/time, mechanical, rheological, and bioadhesive properties. The results showed that a 20% Plx 407 and 10% Plx 188 mixture was an optimal in situ gelling system for mucosal applications.[@b23-dddt-12-1959] Therefore, in this study a 20% Plx 407 and 10% Plx 188 mixture was chosen as the in situ carrier for Gem-HCl MSs.

Designing intravesical formulations using bioadhesive biomaterials that are strongly adhered to urothelial cells prevents the carrier from being washed away during urine voiding and increases the residence time of the drug at the target site. Therefore, MSs were also suspended in bioadhesive GHI gel to prolong residence in the bladder. To this end, high-molecular-weight Chi at 2% concentration was chosen as the gel base because of its strong mucoadhesiveness, proper mechanical and rheological characteristics, and extended mucosal retention time.[@b21-dddt-12-1959]

One of the important limitations of intravesical drug delivery is the dilution of instilled drug formulations with urine. The maximum urine volume in the bladder is generally 250--350 mL, and because of incomplete emptying, nearly 50 mL urine generally stays, even after voiding. Chemotherapeutic drugs are generally applied with intravesical installation of 20--60 mL formulation. Therefore, in vivo conditions in the bladder were simulated by dilution of formulations with artificial urine (Tyrode solution) at a 1:1 ratio, and changes in properties of in situ Plx gel and mucoadhesive Chi gel investigated in detail.[@b16-dddt-12-1959]

Characterization of gels
------------------------

The Chi and Plx gels containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs were characterized in terms of their of gelation temperature, viscosity, mechanical, syringeability, bioadhesive, and rheological properties. Characterization studies were also performed with gel formulations without MSs and gel formulations diluted with Tyrode solution to see whether there were a change in the gel structure.

### Gelation temperature and time of in situ Plx gels

The suitable temperature range for mucosal application has been reported to be 30°C--36°C.[@b38-dddt-12-1959] Also, the gelling temperature of the formulation should be \>25°C to avoid difficulties in manufacturing, handling, and administration at room temperature.[@b39-dddt-12-1959] The bladder temperature is around 37°C,[@b40-dddt-12-1959] hence we aimed at preparing thermoreversible gel formulations that might be in a gel state at 30°C--36°C and a liquid state \<25°C. In this way, the thermoreversibility of the in situ gel formulation would contribute to increased contact time in the bladder. The results showed that the gelation temperatures of Plx gel and Gem-HCl MS-loaded Plx gel were 34.09°C±1.54°C and 36.53°C±2.02°C, respectively, and these values indicated that the prepared formulations were in liquid state at room temperature and transformed into the gel state after instillation in the bladder. On the other hand, the gelation temperatures of Plx gel--Tyrode and MS-loaded Plx gel--Tyrode mixtures were significantly increased and found to be 51.73°C±0.99°C and 47.95°C±0.76°C, respectively. This unfavorable result showed that the presence of urine affected the gelation temperature of the formulation and the in situ gel formulation lost its gel structure in the bladder.

In addition, the gelation-time results support our findings, and dilution with Tyrode solution significantly extended the gelation time of the formulations. The gelation times of Plx gel, MS-loaded Plx gel, Plx gel--Tyrode solution, and MS-loaded Plx gel--Tyrode solution were found to be 327.67±25.88 seconds, 324.67±34.25 seconds, 457±4 seconds, and 419.45±18.49 seconds, respectively. To overcome these problems, emptying the bladder before drug instillation, suppression of the urine-production rate by the kidneys, or regulation of fluid intake before and after drug administration are highly recommended before the administration of in situ gels.[@b15-dddt-12-1959]

### Mechanical, syringeability, and bioadhesive properties

Intravesical formulations should have suitable mechanical properties for easy administration and patient compliance, such as easy removal from the catheter, high spreadability on the bladder mucosa, and strong mucoadhesion. Texture-profile analyses allow the gathering of information about the gel structure and evaluation of the mechanical properties of the formulations.[@b27-dddt-12-1959] In this study, the mechanical properties of the formulations were characterized in terms of hardness, compressibility, adhesiveness, elasticity, and cohesiveness. Hardness value should be low to allow easy administration and good spreadability. Compressibility value should be low to remove the formulation from the catheter easily. Adhesiveness can be related to mucoadhesive properties and should be high. Elasticity represents the return rate of the deformed sample to its beginning condition. Finally, cohesiveness shows the effect of repeated shearing stresses on the formulations.

As shown in [Table 3](#t3-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}, similar hardness values were obtained at 25°C for all formulations. However, due to gelation--temperature properties, Plx gel alone and Plx gel containing MSs showed 10.5-fold and 8.3-fold higher hardness values than Chi gel alone and Chi gel containing MSs at 37°C, respectively. Depending on increasing temperature, compressibility and adhesiveness values of Chi gels containing MSs decreased significantly, and this was thought to be associated with the thermal motion of the polymer molecules.[@b41-dddt-12-1959] No significant temperature-dependent change was observed with cohesiveness, hardness, or elasticity values of Chi gels. These results were in accordance with rheological evaluations. In contrast, Plx gels strengthened, and mechanical properties were improved by increasing the temperature from 25°C to 37°C. Blank and Plx gels containing MSs exhibited the highest hardness and compressibility values at 37°C, supporting the results obtained by oscillatory rheology (ie, increased elastic behavior represented by G″ in [Figure 3](#f3-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}). Higher adhesiveness could mean greater adhesion at the mucosal surface, which is a desirable characteristic required to increase drug retention in the bladder.[@b42-dddt-12-1959],[@b43-dddt-12-1959] Based on the results, it appeared that Plx gels containing MSs at 37°C could meet these desirable mechanical properties; nevertheless, further in vitro bioadhesion tests were performed to confirm initial results. The addition of MSs or the presence of Tyrode solution strongly weakened the mechanical properties of both mucoadhesive Chi and in situ Plx gels, but the most significant decrease was seen in Plx gels. These results showed that the presence of urine in the bladder is an important factor that may affect the retention of formulations.

Syringeability can be considered the ability of a formulation to be easily administered by a catheter, and this property optimizes usability.[@b27-dddt-12-1959] Therefore, the work required to expel formulations from a catheter was evaluated at 25°C, and the results showed that consistently with the viscosity studies, the syringeability values of chitosan gels were higher than Plx gels. It can be concluded that the results obtained are in agreement with the viscosity and rheological studies and Plx gels are more easily applied with a catheter than Chi gels.

Intravesical drug-delivery systems could be made more effective by using bioadhesive materials that attach to the mucous membrane of the urothelium. This allows the formulation to be retained at the site of action for longer duration and ensures sustained and enhanced contact with the mucous layer.[@b20-dddt-12-1959],[@b37-dddt-12-1959],[@b44-dddt-12-1959] Bioadhesive formulations must fulfill three basic criteria: they should have rapid attachment or adhesion to the bladder wall after instillation in the bladder, they must not obstruct the flow of urine or any normal functions of the bladder, and they should be able to stay attached to the affected site, even after voiding of urine. In our study, the bioadhesive properties of the formulations were determined from the area of force--distance graphs obtained with the TA-TX Plus texture analyzer using freshly excised bovine-bladder mucosa. According to the results ([Table 3](#t3-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}), bioadhesive properties of our formulations were affected significantly by adding MSs or in the presence of Tyrode solution. At the beginning, Chi- and Plx-gel formulations had similar bioadhesive properties. Addition of MSs caused a significant increase in bioadhesion values of the gels, and this increase was more pronounced with Plx gel than Chi gel. On the other hand, when gel formulations were diluted with Tyrode solution, bioadhesive values of both gel formulations were significantly decreased. Plx and chitosan gels containing MSs showed 1.9 and 1.4 times higher bioadhesive values than their mixture with Tyrode solution. In addition, the results showed that MS-loaded Chi-gel formulations still had slightly higher bioadhesive properties than MS-loaded Plx gel. Finally, it can be concluded that both of the formulations maintained their bioadhesive properties on isolated urinary bladder tissue, even having been fully hydrated, and this may be promising for intravesical applications.

### Viscosity studies

Viscosity affects mechanical properties of semisolid formulations and plays an important role in controlling drug release.[@b45-dddt-12-1959] In this study, we aimed to obtain suitable viscosity values to provide optimum fluidity at room temperature and for easy transduction through a catheter into the bladder.[@b46-dddt-12-1959] The viscosity of Chi gels decreased 1.23 times with increasing temperature ([Table 3](#t3-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}). The negative dependence of viscosity on Chi-gel temperature could be explained by enhanced chain flexibility and reduced root-mean-square unperturbed end-to-end distance of the polymer chains with increasing temperature.[@b26-dddt-12-1959],[@b47-dddt-12-1959] In addition, viscosity values of Chi gels were decreased with the incorporation of MSs at both 25°C and 37°C±0.1°C, and these results showed good agreement with literature findings.[@b21-dddt-12-1959],[@b42-dddt-12-1959]

The viscosity of Plx gels with and without MSs increased at 37°C±0.1°C, due to the thermogelling property of Plx molecules, as expected. At 37°C±0.1°C, the viscosity of both Plx gels increased too much and could not be measured with a vibration viscometer. MS addition did not cause a significant change in Plx-gel viscosity. As mentioned previously, all formulations were diluted with Tyrode solution for simulation of in vivo conditions. This dilution caused significant loss of viscosity in all the gel formulations, and this decrease was more pronounced with Plx gels.

### Rheological measurements

It is well known that rheological properties of formulations affect both ease of application and retention within an application site; therefore, they are very important parameters for choosing the optimum intravesical formulation.[@b21-dddt-12-1959] Therefore, detailed rheology studies were carried out on gel formulations and their dilutions with Tyrode solution at both room and body temperature.

First, flow properties of the formulations were determined with continuous shear analysis. The Plx formulations showed Newtonian flow at 25°C±1°C and non-Newtonian plastic flow at 37°C±1°C, as expected (data not shown). This confirmed that Plx-gel formulations were viscous liquid at room temperature and formed a semisolid gel at body temperature. At temperatures over the sol--gel transition temperature, this type of non-Newtonian flow is typical for Plx formulations.[@b48-dddt-12-1959] On the other hand, Chi-gel formulations had non-Newtonian plastic behavior with shear-thinning properties at both 25°C and 37°C (data not shown). This type of rheological behavior is desirable for intravesical drug administration, because when force is applied it will result in a decrease in viscosity and make the gel easy to be pushed through a catheter at room temperature.[@b49-dddt-12-1959]

In addition, dilution with Tyrode solution caused a significant decrease in viscosity of all formulations. Plx gels continued the Newtonian-type flow even at 37°C when diluted with Tyrode solution, which could be explained by a significant decrease in viscosity. Since this may be unfavorable for intravesical application, it demonstrates the importance of evacuation of the bladder prior to in situ gel administration with regard to the formulation's permanence. On the other hand, it was determined that dilution of Chi gels with Tyrode solution did not change their flow property, although it caused a marked decrease in viscosity. This was considered a positive feature for intravesical formulations prepared with Chi, as the pseudoplasticity demonstrates the continuity of gel formation.

Furthermore, to get comprehensive information on the rheological state of formulations, oscillation measurements were performed to yield information about viscous and elastic properties of the formulations. Oscillation tests are dynamic methods for determining the viscoelastic properties of the tested material in its rheological ground state. To get information about the viscous and elastic behavior of the system and the network structure formed by particle--particle interactions, a frequency-sweep test has to be performed. A frequency-sweep test is a dynamic test measuring the response of a system as a function of frequency at constant stress amplitude. It reveals the storage modulus G′ (elastic response) and the loss modulus G″ (viscous response).[@b50-dddt-12-1959]

[Figure 3](#f3-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"} shows the plots of G′ and G″ as a function of frequency at two different temperature values. Formulations prepared with Chi exhibited viscoelastic properties and low gel strength. Mechanical spectra with frequency dependence of G′ and G″ and smaller separation between the two moduli indicated that Chi formulations could be considered weak gels at both temperatures.[@b43-dddt-12-1959] G′ and G″ moduli of Plx formulations were low at room temperature and rose significantly at body temperature. At 37°C, G′ dominated G″ for all frequencies and the gap between the two moduli became wider, indicating stronger gel strength. MS-loaded Plx gel was found to be frequency-independent, exhibiting an elastic structure (strong gel, G′\>G″) at 37°C. Finally, the rheological behavior of Chi and Plx formulations diluted with Tyrode solution was evaluated, and liquid--solid behavior of macromolecular solutions was observed for all diluted gels. These results were in accordance with the reduced viscosity values and weak mechanical properties of Chi and Plx formulations diluted with Tyrode solution.

In vitro release studies
------------------------

The in vitro release profile of Gem-HCl MSs and gel formulations containing Gem-HCl MSs were examined in PBS (pH 6.5) at 37°C±0.1°C, and results are displayed in [Figure 4](#f4-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}. According to results, Gem-HCl release from MSs can be defined as fast (nearly 85% within 60 minutes), which was probably the consequence of good swelling and permeability properties of EE100 above pH 5. This rapid release of Gem-HCl from MSs may result in drug loss with urinary excretion.

The release profile of MS-loaded gel formulations indicated that nearly 30% of Gem-HCl was released from the Plx gel containing MSs and 50% of Gem-HCl released from the Chi gel containing MSs within 60 minutes. These results showed that Chi or Plx gels significantly slowed the release rate of Gem-HCl. Sustained release was obtained for Gem-HCl with gel formulations during 3 hours, and both of the gel formulations can be defined as effective for modifying release properties of Gem-HCl. Plx gel slowed down drug release further than Chi gel because of the higher viscosity values at 37°C. The increase in gel viscosity reduced the Gem-HCl release rate, because the gel-dissolution time extended and drug diffusion through gel matrix was prolonged. This sustained and slow release might be an important advantage of Plx gels, because slower release of intravesically administered drugs ensures extended drug presence in the bladder without the need for intermittent catheterization, increases drug efficacy, and reduces or eliminates harmful drug side effects.[@b51-dddt-12-1959],[@b52-dddt-12-1959] For determination of release mechanism, n, k and *r*[@b2-dddt-12-1959] values calculated with Peppas's equation are listed in [Table 4](#t4-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}.

Ex vivo permeation studies
--------------------------

The potential permeation profiles of the formulations were determined on freshly excised bovine-bladder mucosa, and the results are shown in [Figure 4](#f4-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}. When the permeation profiles were investigated, it was observed that the permeated ratio of Gem-HCl from MSs (76.74%) was higher than MS-loaded Plx and Chi gels, similarly to in vitro release profiles. This result was again probably due to very good swelling and permeability of EE100. The permeated percentage of Gem-HCl within 60 minutes from MS-loaded Chi and Plx gel reached 25.77% and 7.54%, respectively. This low ratio of permeated Gem-HCl from gels can be explained by the interaction of gels with bladder mucosa. This result can indicate retention of Gem-HCl in the mucosa layer and probably cause a local effect of MS-loaded gel formulations.[@b53-dddt-12-1959]

Histopathological evaluation
----------------------------

Ex vivo histopathological examinations were performed to observe the effect of the formulations on the bladder mucosa. The results of the histopathological evaluation of the bladder mucosa are shown in [Figure 5](#f5-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, it was determined that no pathological features were recorded in the urothelial epithelium, lamina propria, or muscularis propria of untreated empty mucosa which was placed directly into formalin and the mucosa treated with the buffer solution instead of the formulation for control purposes. A layer covering the surface of the urothelial epithelium was observed at urothelia with Chi-gel formulation containing MPs, and this layer was associated with the applied formulation. No pathological features were noted with this formulation in the lamina propria or muscularis propria.

Urothelia with Plx gel containing MPs showed a tendency of refraction and spillage of urothelial epithelium at the light-microscopy level. No pathological features were noted in the lamina propria or muscularis propria. Finally, the results obtained suggest that Gem-HCl-loaded MSs and Gem-HCl MSs containing Chi and Plx gels did not cause any damage to healthy bladder mucosa, and these formulations might thus be regarded as safe.

Cytotoxic assay for formulations
--------------------------------

Gem-HCl solution and Gem-HCl MS- and Gem-HCl MS-loaded gel formulations prepared for intravesical administration were evaluated in two different bladder cancer cell lines--T24 (ATCC HTB-4TM) and RT4 (ATCC HTB-2TM)--to assess cytotoxic effects. These cell lines are used widely as respective superficial and invasive models of human bladder cancer. RT4 is representative of noninvasive superficial cancer and T24 representative of invasive bladder tumor with a metastatic profile.[@b54-dddt-12-1959] Firstly, the potencies of cell-growth inhibition of the formulations (IC~50~ values) were determined for RT4 and T24 cell lines, and results are shown in [Table 5](#t5-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}. Gem-HCl solution was found to be more potent on RT4 cells than T24 cells in terms of cytotoxicity (IC~50~ 12.55±0.62 and 24.35±1.05 µM, respectively). The difference in cytotoxic effects of Gem-HCl solution in the two cell types could have been caused by genetic differences between the cell lines.[@b55-dddt-12-1959] T24 has much faster metabolism and divides more readily than RT4.[@b56-dddt-12-1959] T24 cells are also more malignant than RT4 cells. However, the Gem-HCl-loaded MSs were found to be more potent than aqueous Gem-HCl solution in both cell lines. It can be conceivable that MS formulations have high potency at the same dose compared with a commercial aqueous formulation. Empty MS-loaded gel formulations had no cytotoxic effects on either cell line (data not shown). In addition, Gem-HCl-loaded MSs exhibited greater cytotoxicity against T24 cells (24.35--15.88 µM), which represented more malignancy than in RT4 cells (12.55--10.16 µM). This suggested that the Gem-HCl-loaded MS formulation was more selective for T24 malignant bladder cells. The Gem-HCl MS-loaded Plx-gel formulation was more potent than the Chi-gel formulation in both cell lines. Plx-loaded gemcitabine gels were almost as potent as the Gem-HCl solution. It should be noted that a gel formulation will be in contact with tumor cells for a longer time than an aqueous solution of gemcitabine in the bladder. It is expected that prolonged exposure of the urothelium to a drug increases the efficacy of the treatment. Farr et al found a 10,000--100,000-fold selectivity of gemcitabine treatment on cancer (RT4, T24) relative to noncancer (UROTSA) urothelial cell lines.[@b57-dddt-12-1959] Therefore, it could be expected that in vivo application of MSs and their gel formulations would be comparable to conventionally used Gem-HCl in patients suffering from bladder cancer.

In vivo studies
---------------

In vivo animal studies for intravesical formulations of Gem-HCl were started after cytotoxic assays. At the end of 20 weeks, randomly selected rats were killed using an overdose of chloral hydrate to see if they had carcinoma in situ, and bladders removed and fixed in 4% neutral buffered formalin. After histopathological procedures had been applied, the degree of tissue damage was determined using light microscopy. Although different lesions were observed with varied characteristics, disease symptoms were observed at the base of the bladder of each rat ([Figure 6](#f6-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="fig"}). As a result of this evaluation, the second stage for in vivo studies (the treatment process) was started.

During the treatment period, 4 mg Gem-HCl in 0.5 mL formulation were administered to rats once weekly during 4 weeks. After the last administration, one week was spent empty, and at the end of the fifth week the rats were killed. Following routine histopathology procedure, bladders were examined under light microscopy. Histopathologically, the changes in the bladder mucosa were scored as normal urothelial epithelium, hyperplasia, dysplasia/carcinoma in situ, or urothelial carcinoma. Developmental characteristics (papillary--nodular), invasiveness, and squamous features were evaluated in urothelial carcinomas. The term "urothelial carcinoma" was used for all cases with and without glandular squamous areas.

Urothelial carcinomas including squamous areas were seen with histopathological examination of the control group (group 2). The development of multifocal papillary lesions was anterior, and invasion was not evaluated for this group. For two of the rats on which Gem-HCl-containing Plx-gel formulations were administered, dysplasia findings were more pronounced (group 6). In addition, lesions accompanied by peripheral mucosa were also detected in animals with marked dysplasia findings.

It was observed that urothelial mucosa was normal in all rats that had been treated with Plx gel containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs (group 8). When the results obtained from the group administered Chi gel containing Gem-HCl-loaded MPs were examined (group 11), findings in favor of focal minimal urothelial dysplasia were observed in the mucosa. When the results obtained from the groups of Chi and Plx gels containing empty MSs were examined (groups 7 and 10), no treatment finding was found. Also, two of the rats administered saline containing Gem-HCl (group 3) had evidence of hyperplasia, with thickening of mucosal epithelium in one and findings of dysplasia were observed in the other. In the remaining animals, carcinoma findings and lesions accompanying the surrounding mucosa were detected.

Among the rats to which empty MSs had been administered in saline (group 4), there were findings in favor of hyperplasia due to thickening of the mucosal epithelium in the dysplasia findings and accompanying lesions in the surrounding mucosa. Among the rats to which Gem-HCl-loaded MSs had been applied in saline (group 5), mucosa was common in two, whereas epithelial thickening was observed in favor of hyperplasia in one. The findings of dysplasia were also observed in both. One of them draws attention, with widespread lesions that accompanied the surrounding mucosa. Summarizing the results of in vivo studies, intravesical treatment with once-weekly Plx gel with Gem-HCl-loaded MSs was found to be more effective than the others.

Stability studies
-----------------

Stability tests were performed with all the formulations at 5°C±2°C, 25°C±5°C/60% RH, and 40°C±5°C/75% RH. General appearance and organoleptic properties of MSs did not change significantly in 2 months during stability studies. The proportion of active substance in the MPs kept at 5°C±2°C, 25°C±5°C/60% RH, and 40°C±5°C/75% RH was found to be 72.27%, 72.92%, and 65.20% at the end of the 2 months, respectively ([Table 6](#t6-dddt-12-1959){ref-type="table"}). Stability studies were also performed with gel formulations containing MPs (data not shown). Firstly, gels were evaluated in terms of their pH values. There was no significant change in pH values of the formulations at these temperatures during this time period. Gel formulations were also evaluated in terms of their viscosity and Plx gels examined in terms of gelation temperature and gelation time. According to the obtained results, a marked decrease in viscosity values was observed in formulations kept at 40°C±5°C and 75% RH. In addition, it was observed that the gelation temperature and time of Plx gels increased significantly. For these reasons, it was concluded that it would be appropriate to keep all formulations in the refrigerator and protected against high temperature and humidity.

Conclusion
==========

Direct instillation of drugs into the bladder is an efficient alternative to systemic delivery, since it reduces side effects, prevents first-pass effects, and consequently allows a more effective treatment. However, this method is limited by excessive drug loss during voiding. To increase the residence time of the drug in the bladder and achieve a more effective intravesical treatment, Gem-HCl MSs were prepared and loaded in gel formulations in the present study. The results obtained revealed that MS-loaded gel formulations exhibited suitable properties for intravesical administration of Gem-HCl. According to the results, Chi and Plx gels might be alternative carriers for intravesical administration of Gem-HCl-loaded MSs. However, with their strong gel structure, desirable mechanical, bioadhesive, and in vitro and ex vivo sustained-release properties, Plx-gel formulations came forward as the better carrier for Gem-HCl MSs. In addition, according to the cell-culture studies, Gem-HCl MS-loaded Plx gel showed greater cytotoxicity than Chi-gel formulations in both cell types. However, when diluted with artificial urine to mimic the conditions in bladder, Plx gels lost their in situ gelling properties at body temperature. To overcome this problem, such strategies as emptying the bladder before drug instillation, suppression of urine-production rate by the kidneys, and regulation of fluid intake before and after drug administration are recommended.
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![Fourier-transform infrared spectra of Gem-HCl, EE100, Carbopol 2020, and their mixture.\
**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; EE100, Eudragit E100.](dddt-12-1959Fig1){#f1-dddt-12-1959}

![Scanning electron microscopy of Gem-HCl-loaded MSs.\
**Note:** (**A**) Magnification 450×; (**B**) magnification 1,000×.\
**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MSs, microspheres; Mag, magnification; HV, high voltage; WD, working distance; det, detector of secondary electrons; ETD, Everhart-Thornley detector.](dddt-12-1959Fig2){#f2-dddt-12-1959}

###### 

Frequency-dependent changes of the viscoelastic properties of Chi versus Plx gels at 25°C and 37°C±0.1°C (n=6).

**Notes:** Frequency (Hz) on *x*-axis; moduli G′; G″ (Pa) on *y*-axis.

**Abbreviations:** Chi, chitosan; Plx, poloxamer; MSs, microspheres.
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![In vitro release (**A**) and ex vivo permeation (**B**) profiles of Gem-HCl from MS-loaded Chi gel, Plx gel, and MSs in PBS of pH 6.5.\
**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MS, microsphere; Chi, chitosan; Plx, poloxamer.](dddt-12-1959Fig4){#f4-dddt-12-1959}

![Microscopic images of bovine bladder mucosa.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Healthy bladder mucosa; (**B**) bladder mucosa treated with MS-loaded Chi gel; (**C**) bladder mucosa treated with MS-loaded Plx gel. H&E staining, magnification 40×; ➔ urothelium, ★ lamina propria. Scale bar 200 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** MS, microsphere; Chi, chitosan; Plx, poloxamer.](dddt-12-1959Fig5){#f5-dddt-12-1959}

![Microscopic images of normal urothelial epithelium and urothelial dysplasia/carcinoma in situ. Scale bar 200 µm.](dddt-12-1959Fig6){#f6-dddt-12-1959}

###### 

Experimental design of rat population for in vivo studies

  Animal groups                                   Rats, n
  ----------------------------------------------- ---------
  1\. Negative control (tumor^−^, treatment^+^)   7
  2\. Positive control (tumor^+^, treatment^−^)   7
  3\. Saline containing Gem-HCl                   7
  4\. Saline containing blank MSs                 7
  5\. Saline containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs        7
  6\. Plx gel containing Gem-HCl                  7
  7\. Plx gel containing blank MSs                7
  8\. Plx gel containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs       7
  9\. Chi gel containing Gem-HCl                  7
  10\. Chi gel containing blank MSs               7
  11\. Chi gel containing Gem-HCl-loaded MSs      7

**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MSs, microspheres; Plx, poloxamer; Chi, chitosan.

###### 

Particle-size distribution of formulations

  Blank MS formulation (sieved from 125 µm)                                              
  -------------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- --------- -------
  Mean                                                     49.100    98.400    156.000   1.086
  SD (%)                                                   0.300     0.849     3.320     
  RSD (%)                                                  0.610     0.863     2.130     
                                                                                         
  **Gem-HCl-loaded MS formulation (sieved from 125 µm)**                                 
  Mean                                                     120.000   180.000   263.000   0.794
  SD (%)                                                   0.807     0.365     1.100     
  RSD (%)                                                  0.670     0.202     0.416     

**Abbreviation:** MS, microsphere.

###### 

Mechanical, syringeability, bioadhesion, and viscosity values of Chi and Plx gels (n=6)

  Formulation                                  Hardness, N   Compressibility, N⋅second   Adhesiveness, N⋅second   Cohesiveness   Elasticity    Syringeability, N⋅mm   Bioadhesion, mN⋅mm   Viscosity, cP
  -------------------------------------------- ------------- --------------------------- ------------------------ -------------- ------------- ---------------------- -------------------- ---------------
  **Chi gel**                                                                                                                                                                              
  25°C                                         0.014±0.001   0.042±0.007                 0.121±0.028              1.008±0.024    0.896±0.112   130.140±2.857          --                   1,200±0
  37°C                                         0.018±0.002   0.075±0.011                 0.119±0.039              1.016±0.005    1.041±0.037   --                     2,066.18±236.34      973.67±2.08
  **Chi gel containing MSs**                                                                                                                                                               
  25°C                                         0.016±0.00    0.120±0.004                 0.085±0.013              1.029±0.015    1.061±0.052   131.340±7.564          --                   836±1
  37°C                                         0.017±0.003   0.052±0.011                 0.053±0.004              0.979±0.020    0.958±0.073   --                     2,410.60±285.31      789.67±1.53
  **Chi gel--Tyrode solution**                                                                                                                                                             
  37°C                                         0.006±0.001   0.011±0.002                 0.007±0.001              0.987±0.012    0.999±0.207   --                     1,067.63±364.98      90.1±0.1
  **Chi gel containing MS--Tyrode solution**                                                                                                                                               
  37°C                                         0.008±0       0.018±0.001                 0.007±0                  1.000±0        0.987±0.048   --                     1,676.50±248.29      102.67±0.58
  **Plx gel**                                                                                                                                                                              
  25°C                                         0.018±0       0.114±0.003                 0.006±0.001              1.058±0.027    0.951±0.021   99.830±1.510           --                   636±0
  37°C                                         0.189±0.009   0.355±0.019                 0.297±0.017              1.008±0.005    0.905±0.017   --                     1,951.74±186.17      --\*
  **Plx gel containing MSs**                                                                                                                                                               
  25°C                                         0.010±0       0.026±0                     0.005±0                  1.000±0        0.978±0.042   120.584±4.184          --                   722.67±1.53
  37°C                                         0.141±0.008   0.430±0.080                 0.230±0.039              1.331±0.121    0.992±0.025   --                     2,700.72±137.82      --\*
  **Plx gel--Tyrode solution**                                                                                                                                                             
  37°C                                         0.005±0       0.006±0.001                 0.004±0                  1.025±0.051    0.974±0.084   --                     1,072.62±51.76       27.2±0.1
  **Plx gel containing MS--Tyrode solution**                                                                                                                                               
  37°C                                         0.008±0       0.028±0.001                 0.006±0.002              1.013±0.033    1.034±0.145   --                     1,408.53±87.46       38.23±0.15

**Notes:**

Could not be measured because of the high viscosity of the sample; bioadhesion studies and evaluation of formulations diluted with Tyrode solution studied only at 37°C to mimic in vivo conditions; syringeability studies conducted only at 25°C to mimic room temperature. Data presented as mean ± SD.

**Abbreviations:** Chi, chitosan; Plx, poloxamer; MS, microsphere.

###### 

Release parameters of Gem-HCl from formulations

                           Release component (n)   Kinetic constant (log k)   *r*[@b2-dddt-12-1959]
  ------------------------ ----------------------- -------------------------- -----------------------
  MSs                      0.565                   0.916                      0.999
  Plx gel containing MSs   0.462                   0.573                      0.999
  Chi gel containing MSs   0.545                   0.832                      0.920

**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MSs, microspheres; Plx, poloxamer; Chi, chitosan.

###### 

IC~50~ values (µM) of Gem-HCl solution, Gem-HCl MS-, and Gem-HCl MS-loaded Chi and Plx gel formulations on RT4 and T24 cells

                              RT4 cells    T24 cells
  --------------------------- ------------ -------------
  Gem-HCl                     12.55±0.62   24.35±1.05
  Gem-HCl MSs                 10.16±1.10   15.88±1.21
  Gem-HCl MS-loaded Chi gel   13.11±2.81   71.75±52.77
  Gem-HCl MS-loaded Plx gel   11.73±1.97   26.84±3.98

**Note:** Data presented as mean ± SD.

**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MS, microsphere; Chi, chitosan; Plx, poloxamer.

###### 

Gem-HCl amounts in MSs (µg)

              5°C±2°C       25°C±5°C, 60% RH   40°C±5°C, 75% RH
  ----------- ------------- ------------------ ------------------
  Beginning   9.042±1.323   9.042±1.323        9.042±1.323
  Day 15      8.991±1.664   8.915±1.080        8.162±1.546
  Day 30      8.967±0.940   8.808±1.666        7.826±1.944
  Day 60      6.535±0.864   6.594±1.236        5.896±0.856

**Abbreviations:** Gem, gemcitabine; MSs, microspheres; RH, relative humidity.
